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Continue to use the site as normal if you're happy with this, or find out how to manage cookies. I understand how benzos
work.. Clonazepam is the only thing keeping me sane. Send a private message to Hivenburs. How long does an increase
in Zoloft take to work? Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Hi i'm new and suffer from panic disorder, am worried
CBT wont work on me. Switch to Threaded Mode. Find all posts by LiveAboveIt. Im not really sure BB code is On. Our
website uses cookies. Send a private message to LiveAboveIt. Zoloft has seriously stabalized my mood, but it hasnt
touched my anxiety. How does zoloft work for panic disorder?"I've been on Sertraline (Zoloft) for eight years now and I
am so glad I started! I take a weird dosemg-and that works for me! I do up my dose to mg when I feel I need it and my
doc says this is okay. I am way past side effects, other than staying hydrated and eating extra fiber, I don't experience
nausea or sleepiness. Zoloft (sertraline): "My anxiety was so bad that I couldn't function I would have panic attacks
driving home from work in fear of having another panic attack that I had years ago. I'm not going to This time around I
initially had terrible insomnia & diarrhea but PLEASE DO NOT let that stop you from taking this drug. The side. How
Well It Works. SSRIs reduce the severity and number of panic attacks as well as anxiety related to anticipating a panic
attack. You may start to feel better 1 to 3 weeks after you start taking If you have questions or concerns about your
medicines, or if you do not notice any improvement by 3 weeks, talk to your doctor. Mar 15, - In reality, all of the SSRIs
are effective for panic disorder, but Zoloft is one of the best tolerated. Prozac (fluoxetine) is the least tolerated of the
SSRIs, as it can cause activation (jitteriness, restlessness) and more anxiety symptoms when first starting it. Paxil
(paroxetine) suffers from having a short half-life, so it. Jul 15, - I was wondering if anyone can share their experiences
with Zoloft (especially if they took it for panic disorder/anxiety), and how long it took before they felt that it made a
difference? My friend takes it for anxiety and she said she was nauseous the first week but that it's been working for her
ever since. I really. Sertraline has been used as a treatment for anxiety disorders since the mid s and has proven itself an
effective, well-tolerated and economically viable treatment for panic disorder (PD) when used in the range of 50 to mg
per day. Numerous short- and long-term studies have demonstrated the efficacy of sertraline. Once again, how well they
work, when they work, and what side-effects may present are all dependent on the individual taking the medication. This
is the reason that maintaining an open line of communication with your primary prescribing physician, and alerting them
of any and all 'oddities' or side-effects you feel is crucial. Jun 1, - Even if you DO have side effects, they won't last
forever. You may have to endure some lousy days to be able to reap the benefits of this kind of medication. These meds
also take time to work. It takes at least weeks to be able to fairly assess the effectiveness of Zoloft or other SSRI. Now,
many people. Does anyone know if sertraline is good for anxiety? I don't get panic attacks this is why I've been confused
as to wether it was anxiety or depression. . 50mg is not high dose at all, but due to my previous weight gain from other
medicines my dr wanted me to start the lowest possible and slowly work up to. Checking my pulse all the time,
worrying about everything, always on edge and just not feeling good overall. I also have been having multiple panic
attacks per day. I can't function, I have missed work, I'm no help to my wife with out 8 month old son. I feel like a
complete failure, but can't do anything about it.
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